
 

Birthing & Monetizing Your Gifts  
through Sexual Sovereignty 

 
 CYCLE 5: WOMB TRUTH AND BLOOD MYSTERIES 

- RECLAIMING YOUR FEMININE POWER - 
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Womb Truth calls us into right relationship with our bodies, the Earth, and             
our blood. The Blood Mysteries refers to our life cycles as women and encompasses the biological                

events of menstruation, childbirth, miscarriage, and menopause and the changes that occur in our              

bodies, minds, and spirits with these rites of passages.  

 

 



 

As you connect to the wisdom of your womb, your blood, and the Earth, you can weave                 

and move through all four archetypes: Sacred Dreamer, Graceful Warrior, Mother/Lover, and Wild             

Woman. As you embody these archetypes and experience the cycles of birth, death, and rebirth, you get                 

to witness your cyclical nature in alignment with the natural world. These cycles can support you in                 

healing, alchemizing, and birthing your fullest expression.  

 
Whether you are in the Maiden, Mother, or the Crone phase of your life,              
ancient wisdom lies in your womb waiting to be fully awakened and accessed. Like the Sacred Dreamer                 

cycle, I speak about working with 'your blood' and its power. Wherever you are in your life cycle,                  

bleeding or not, you can always connect with the power of your intention. When I refer to 'blood,' I                   

invite you to connect with symbolic representations of blood in your creative way and enter the same                 

process.  

 
This cycle guides you through healing and integrating your sexual history           
and recognizing each experience as an essential part of your wholeness. To be sexually sovereign means                

embracing wherever we are on the path. Choosing to acknowledge our experiences as teachings can               

liberate us from the past and empower our relationship with life. We become sovereign by owning and                 

accepting everything that has unfolded in our lives, including our womb history and ancestral lineage               

within our wombs.  

 

A key aspect of liberation lies in acceptance and forgiveness.  
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ACCEPTANCE & FORGIVENESS  
 

There is value in understanding and moving through the process of           
forgiveness. Holding resentment or anger prevents you from being completely free. It is essential to               

forgive yourself and others in order to be sovereign. 

 

You are not broken or need to be 'fixed'; there is a divine innocence that lives within you                  

and your sexuality. Whatever has happened in the physical does not change or take away the pure                 

innocence that lives in the depth of your being. Through forgiveness, you reclaim your divine innocence.                

Through the journey of embodying your divinity, you offer permission to those around you to do the                 

same.   

 
Kaia Ra, from The Sophia Code, shares: 

“Reconciling with your innocence requires forgiving others and yourself. The act of forgiveness 

does not mean you are condoning the harmful behavior. Forgiveness is the willingness to free 

yourself from the past controlling your life in the present moment. Your willingness to release the 

past through forgiveness invites you into a clear space of surrender.”  p. 140, The Sophia Code  
 
 
Surrender and trust are also essential tools for the journey of forgiveness.  

 
 
Surrender invites you to release what was including old roles and masks, as             

you step into the unknown and trust the divine mystery. Through surrender, we create space for truth to                  

present itself beyond the stories or beliefs. Trust comes from knowing that a divine order and plan,                 

greater than our own, is unfolding. 

 

 
Call on Quan Yin for Healing 
 
I invite you to connect with the Buddhist Goddess and Deity Quan Yin for              
forgiveness, acceptance, Mercy, and compassion. She is an ally to support you in             

becoming free and recognizing yourself as the jewel in the lotus. Invoke Quan Yin's energy to envelop                 

and hold you in this process of healing and self-love.  

 

Mudra Mantra: “I love and accept myself exactly as I am. I am pure love”. 
Chant: "Om Mani Padme Hum." Meaning-” praise to the jewel in the lotus.”  
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Temple Body Arts Live Training, 2018. 

 

Sexual Sovereignty & Your Agreements 

 
within your intimate life, you make sexual and relational agreements with           

yourself, the Divine, and others. These agreements may be conscious or unconscious and are passed               

down ancestrally, or learned through social and cultural environments. Conscious and unconscious            

agreements may leave imprints within the womb space.  

 

As a sexually sovereign being, you recognize and take responsibility for the choices and              

agreements you have made within your sexuality. You choose a life aligned with the reclamation of your                 

feminine power within your intimate sexual life and relations. 

 

Through listening and connecting with your womb space, you may also recognize            

that you are still holding attachments or energetic cords with past lovers that need to be released. With                  

the awareness that you can choose what is held and welcomed within your Temple Body, you then have                  

the power to clear any old cords and agreements consciously. With this clearing, you prepare the soil of                  

your womb to align with new contracts, relationships, and new ways of being in alignment with your                 

highest desire. 
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When we let go of the past, choose new agreements, and integrate the             
learnings we've experienced, we enter into right relationship with ourselves. Through the            

marriage of our inner masculine and feminine principles, we cultivate wholeness. From this space of               

wholeness, we can more easily call in a lover who can see and meet us in our feminine power and                    

sovereignty. 

 

An example of a new agreement around who we allow intimately into our sacred Temple               

Body: "I agree to only be sexually intimate with people who value my body, heart, and emotions."  

 

The more you dialogue and listen to your womb, the more you will be guided from                

within and know when a relationship or agreement is aligned. I believe your womb will signal you when                  

you need to protect the energy within and surrounding your temple body and when it is safe to open to                    

your YES.  

 

What is Your Womb Truth?  
 
In Sacred Dreamer, I spoke of conscious conception as being one of the Sacred Marriage's ultimate                

expressions, and at the same time, I want to highlight the power of consciously choosing not to conceive                  

a child. You can instead use the power of the Blood Mysteries and direct the creative energy of your                   

womb to create what you desire. Through the path of healing the Sacred Marriage within your womb,                 

you are laying the groundwork to conceive of anything you choose!  

 

On the full moon or in the Mother/Lover archetype, create the sacred space to              

amplify your Womb Truth. Perhaps you desire to conceive a child or want to focus your energy on                  

healing, bring new creative life force around a project, or come into the knowing that your presence is                  

enough.  

 

As you dive into this cycle’s practices, you can go back in time, reflect on your womb                 

history through your womb timeline, and create a new story and picture of what you are stepping into                  

now consciously. 

 

 

We are in a new time, where we get to choose as women what  

we truly desire to birth.  
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Practice: Create a Womb Timeline 
 

Womb Truth invites you to bring loving awareness to the agreements you may 

be carrying in your womb from intimate sexual relationships as well as from your ancestral lineage.  

 

                                            - PART ONE - 

 
Watch the Womb Timeline Video & Listen to the Womb Initiation Meditation.  

 

Created by Sofiah, 2018. 

 

- PART  TWO - 

Creating a Womb Timeline is about looking at the personal initiations you            
have moved through that have shaped your sexuality. Reflect on the history of your womb and                

bring awareness to how these initiations have shaped your sexuality. This womb timeline is another               

layer of rewriting your story.  

 

As you reflect on the initiatory gateways and experiences, you can understand            

yourself more deeply. Looking at where you have come from can offer insight into where you may have                  

disempowered yourself with past stories or relationships. Recognize and celebrate all the experiences             

that have brought you to who you are on this path of birthing your offerings as a sexual sovereign                   

Queen.  

 

You may find that your womb truth stories are connected to your Signature Story and Offering. As you                  

move through this process reflect on which initiations are connected to what you are here to birth as an                   

Embodied Feminine Leader. 
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- PART THREE - 
 

Create a picture that symbolizes your womb and pull forth the empowered words from              

your initiation timeline to paint what you are stepping into as a sexually sovereign being. You are invited                  

to use your ‘blood’ or a symbolic representation of ‘blood’. 

 

 

                                      Created by Sofiah, 2018.  
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Blood Mysteries, Womb Lineage & Responsibility  
 
In western Culture, We Lack Rites of passage and acknowledgement in relation to the              

power of our blood and our life cycles (first menses, motherhood, menopause). There is a disconnect                

from the power of our blood and wombs, which causes us to cut off from our feminine power. Through                   

reclaiming our feminine power and honoring our blood mysteries, we can rewrite our story and create                

our own rites of passage.   
 
The feminine mysteries take us beyond the world of form, the logical mind,             
and the physical body. Through intentionally working with the power of your blood, you can               

unlock the keys to consciously heal your ancestral line and clear the canvas for something new to birth                  

for future generations.  

 

We reclaim our sexual sovereignty when we fully own the power of our             
blood and release the shame we have been carrying for thousands of years. It is time to realize                  

the power of your blood! Through deepening your relationship with your blood, you can heal the                

connection with yourself as a creator and as a mother, recognizing your creative power to birth yourself                 

anew.  Your blood holds the keys of creation. 

 

Womb Truth invites you    
to create a conscious    
agreement with our Earth.    

As we heal our wombs and connect       

with our blood, we heal the womb of        

Mama Gaia. Our blood carries the      

codes to heal, protect, and create.      

We can use it to heal ourselves, and        

Mama Gaia, and all the bloodshed      

through violence on our Earth. We      

are guardians of our Earth and have a        

responsibility to use the power of our       

sacred blood in ritual, with prayers      

for our planet and in relationship to       

your Sacred Why. 

 Photo by Melissa Robin. 
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Reflection Questions & Video Prompts 
 

 
1. Complete the Womb Timeline and Meditation. What did you learn about yourself in the process?                
What lessons have you integrated from past relationships/experiences? What experience(s) in your            
womb timeline stood out as needing further integration to reclaim your sexual sovereignty? 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. What do you desire to shift, heal or transmute with the power of your blood? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. As a sexually sovereign being, what new agreements do you choose to align with for yourself, your                  

relationships, and Mama Gaia? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. What clarity/insights have you received in this cycle in relation to your Signature Soul Offering?  
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